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The PRESIDING OFFICER. There Is
a 5-minute limitation and the Senator
has consumed slightly over 5 minutes.
Mr. KERREY. Mr. President. I ask
unanimous consent for another 5 minutes.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. KERREY. Mr. President. this was
a particularly difficult and important
issue. The Nebraska League of Cities
sent me a petition with 60 signatures.
which specifically asked the Senate to
"include provisions that changed the
current process for setting standards to
include public health benefits and costs
as factors in determining new requirements." I will guarantee these local
community leaders are not going to
send me a letter asking me to do that
if they did not have the support of
their community to get it done. Many
people have said I am selling out.
weakening standards. You are not
weakening the standards if the people
at the local level say. "This is what we
want done." As I said at the beginning,
I think there Is safe drinking water
legislation that has been a great success. But we keep getting example
after example after example of citizens
saying. "Change the law to give us the
flexibility so we can make mor6 of our
own decisions. We want to reference
science. We want to reference the
health people. We do not want to make
our people sick. We want them to be
able to drink the water and know that
water Is safe. But we have to have
some flexibility to be able to do that
because we are paying for this with
property taxes." Most of these smaller
communities are up against Imposed
lids and they have a tough time getting
that Job done.
The next issue was the issue of monitoring. One of the largest costs of
compliance with the Safe Drinking
Water Act is monitoring. Again, it
comes out, of the local property tax
base, typically, to get this done. All
Nebraska communities have asked that
the current system be revised to let
them test for contaminants that exist
in Nebraska. Again. all. This is not one
where there is any dissent. Every single community is asking that they be
allowed to test for contaminants that
exist in Nebraska.
We may have some contaminants
that Missouri does not have, and you
may have some we do not have. You do
not want to test for ours. and we do not
want to test for yours, because it costs
money. If we require them to test for
contaminants that do not exist, again.
it Just undercuts the citizens' confidence you could ever get into an environment where Government can regulate. where we can collectively regulate for the purpose of improving the
capacity of our lives.
Let me go through this a bit. Under
current law, States go through a waiver process to get some monitoring requirements changed. But this process
is very expensive, it is very time consuming and it has been very frustrat-
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lng for people at the local level. The have an alternative that balances the
benefits accrue to the local system budget in 7 years as well-in either
while the costs are incurred by the case. the cost of entitlements, health
States. The States that do have waiv- care and retirement, continue to grow
ers have seen huge decreases in mon- and displace all other expenditures. If
itoring costs. These potential savings you think it is not a problem. imagine
should be spread to all States, accord- what it would be like to pass 13 approing to the example that has been set by priations bills if all we had was $445 bilthose who have been granted the waiv- lion. You say, oh, $445 billion is a lot of
ers.
money, But $445 billion is what we
The bill says we fevise the current would have in the year 2002 if you admonitoring rules for at least 12 con- just for inflation.
taminants within 2 years. It allows the . Gosh, the most liberal Member of
States to establish their own alter- this body, in the House or the Senate,
native monitoring requirements that probably would not spend less than $250
may be less stringent than Federal billion on defense. S260 billion, leaving
monitoring requirements.
provided you with 2170 or $180 billion for all
they ensure compliance and enforce- nondefense spending. I urge colleagues
ment of Federal health standards.
to look at that number because It is
There are other changes in this legis- going to get tougher and tougher and
lation having to do with ground water tougher for us to get the job done. I, for
disinfection. The cufrent law requires one, hope, as we look for a compromise
the promulgation of a mandatory on reconciliation, not only will we conground water disinfeotion rule, requir- sider adjusting the CPI down-I would
ing all systems to treat their water. go a full point-but I hope we look at
This bill delays the enactment date of some other adlustments that produce
this rule to occur at the samne time the savings.
States do a rulemaking as established
I think it is reasonable to put an affor disinfectants and disinfection prod- fluence test on all entitlements, inucts.
cluding farm payments, to say, basiThis legislation also helps us by au- cally. we are going to adjust it as Inthorizing some additional new pro- come goes up. I think it is reasonable
grams: S1 billion for State revolving for us to say now we have to adjust the
funds for safe drinking water; States eligibility age. both for Medicare and
provide 20 percent match., It authorizes Sodlal Security. We can hold harmless
$53 million for hsalth effects" resaaroh -verybody over the age of 50,. if that is
It has been brought to my attention at what we choose to do. I think it is reathe State level that in Nebraska there sonable to phase it In. It Is reasonable
is $717 million worth of Infrastructure to phase those changes in. Nobody llneeds that will have to be put in place tening to this who Is over 65, or 60, or
over the next 20 years.
55. ought to think we are talking about
The chairman of the committee, them. But, unless we make that kind of
quite appropriately-I am on the VA- a change, this baby boom generation is
HUD Committes-the chairman of the going to rank out about 2008. When we
committee quite appropriately pointed start retiring, our kids are not going to
out one of the weaknesses of this bill is be willing to have their payroll taxes
that you are sort of promising money increased by the amount that is going
that is going to be there and it may not to be necessary to pay for our Medicare
be there. We are authorizing more than and Social Security. We are not going
we have. I take this opportunity to. to be able, I say to my colleagues-we
point out that the problem here is that are not going to be able to adjust rapwe still have a growing cost of entitle- idly enough to come up with the $717
ments that erode our ability to make billion that Nebraska is going to need
these kinds of investments.
for its infrastructure investments or
I heard yesterday the chairman of for any other thing in the appropriated
the Appropriations Committee, Sen- accounts.
ator HATFIELD. indicates that he
So. Mr. President, I appreciate the
thinks it is likely that we are going to additional time.
come up with a way to satisfy the reI yield the floor.
quirements of the continuing resoluMr. DORGAN addressed the Chair.
tion by the 14th of December-not by
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sencutting defense, now that we are going ator from North Dakota.
to Bosnia. Nobody seems to be inclined
to do that. But we are going to get 84
ORDER OF PROCEDURE
billion of savings out of entitlements
to get the job done. And we are going
Mr. DORGAN. Mr. President, I ask
to get it-and the biggest entitlements unanimous consent that I be able to
are going to be in health care. thgy are speak for 10 minutes as if-in morning
going to be in retirement--we are not business.
likely to touch retirement. We should,
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
to get the job done.
I know the Senator from North Dakota wants to speak, and I will wrap up
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
with this one statement having to do
with a pet issue of mine. The cost of
Mr. DORGAN. Mr. President, I know
entitlements under the Republican the Senator from Nebraska will probbudget and under the Democratic alter- ably want to stay for a couple of minnative-a group of 20 of us or so that utes. Th6 Senator from Nebraska and I
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cations bill that is now in conference.
ant6edto visit for a couple of minutes available in rural areas, or will they
many others think it
about the conference that is.now tak- only be available in some of wealthiest and why I and
desperately needs reform.
been
only
they
Will
the
and
neighborhoods?
ing place between the Senate
USA Today says: "Monopolies win.
House on the telecommunications bill. available in some of the largest cities?
There were 24 Senators. 13 Repub- you lose.'" That is their simple descriPThe Senate has passed a telecommunilicans and 11 Democrats, including my- tion of the bill.
cations bill, and so has the House, and
Business Week says: -If Congress
elf, who joined together in a bipartiit is now in conference.
The impact of the telecommuni- san group to write to the Senate con- really wants a free phone market, with
the
competition and lower prices that
provisions
cations legislation will be very sub- ferees in support of the rural
that are in the Senate bill. These pro- will come with it, it shouldn't be quite
stantial all across this country. What
Is happening In the conference, and the visions are very important to rural so generous to those local monopolists.
reason that I came to the floor today, Stdtes.The problem we have at this the Baby Bells."
a single
The Oregonian says: '.
is very disturbing to me. The issue of point is that the conferees from the
telecommunications House side are trying to strip those owner could control all the media outthe
reforming
laws nd.regulations in this country is provisions out. This is not a partisan lets and communications links in a
very real, and very necessary. It is also fight. It is a bipartisan determination given market-a scary monopoly."
the probThe Tennessean says: "...
very important. The. Communications on the part of the Senate to want to reAct has not been changed significantly tain those provisions. I want to speak a lem with the bill is that it removes
little more about those provisions most telephone and cable rate restricsince It was written in the 1930's.
tions without first assuring that comClearly, we ought to pass a tele- later.
Let me go on to a couple of the larger petition is in place.communications bill. But it ought to
The Denver Post says: "If the current
be in the right way. If it is done in the issues in the bill that deal with macrowrong way rural areas in America will economic things that Senator KERSEY bill becomes law. phone prices may rise
and I have also been involved in. I am and consumers will have fewer-and
be left out.
I voted against the legislation that concerned about the two areas in this not more-choices."
we passed in the Senate. I also believe bill dealing with competition. One. the
The Charleston Gazette says:
that the Senator from Nebraska voted legislation lifts entirely the limits on the bill trashes long-time rules that
against, because we saw some very se- how many TV stations one person can have restricted concentration of media
rious problems. We hope some of those own in America. We now have a limit ownership ...
Deregulation and 'reproblems will be fixed in conference, of 12. I think it is in the public interest form' have increasingly become code
but It appears that some of them will to say one can only own 12 TV stations words for freeing huge corporations
and no more than 12. Currently. it Is no from the Government oversight that
be made worse in conference.
Before I talk about the larger issues, more than 12 TV stations reaching no prevents them from gouging the public
I want to talk about one that is most more than 25 percent of the population. and developing stifling monopolies."
The bill says, on the other hand, that
important to me: universal service.
Some of us feel very strongly that we
From the standpoint of someone who one can own as many TV stations as ought to pass a bill that promotes comlikes. Let us just take the cap off. petition, that opens the marketplace to
one
market
the
State,
comes from a rural
system is not going to decide that the the sky Is the limit. One can go right more competition, and, yes, eliminates
income stream in a rural State is going ahead and by as many TV stations as some regulations where competition
to persuade people to come and engage one can muster up the money to buy. can replace regulations. But there are
In robust competition to provide new One can also own as many radio sta- two premises that are troublesome
services in rural areas. That is why the tions as one wants to buy. That makes with that point. One is, you do not.
notion of universal service is critical no sense to me. That kind of con- have competition in many rural areas.
centration moves in exactly the wrong Often you have a circumstance where
to rural areas.
What kind of a telephone system do direction. Concentration is the oppo- you only have one interest willing to
you have in rural areas? Do you have a site of competition. One. cannot sup- serve, and that service sometimes has
telephone in the smallest town" in port a bill like this and call it competi- to be required. The economics simply
North Dakota? Sure. we do. Why do we tion-when, in fact, it provides for do not dictate service. So you cannot
have a telephone there? Because the more concentration. Yet, that is ex- deal with that quite the same way:
existing universal system has made actly what is happening.
ergo, we have the question about uniIt also true with respect to the ques- versal service and the need to make
that possible. It is much more expensive, per person, to have a small num- tion of when the Bell systems are al- sure that exists In the legislation.
ber of telephones in a small commu- lowed to go compete in long distance.
Second. we are very concerned about
nity in terms of fixed cost than it is to They should not be allowed to compete a circurnstance where legislation in the
have millions of telephones in New in long distance service until there is telecommunications area allows such
York City. But we have decided that it competition in the local service ex- concentration that one entity really in
is a matter of universal importance for change. The question is, when is there a community can own the newspaper,
everyone to have modern communica- meaningful competition in the local can own the major television station.
tions equipment so that everyone can service exchange so that competition can own the cable company, can own it
in the long distance industry will not all. control ideas, control thought, and
communicate with one another.
The fact that there is a telephone in be harmed? We had a big fight about determine what is published, what is
that on the floor of the Senate. It was
New
in
a
telephone
makes
Regent, ND.
not. That is pretty scary. It is not movYork City more valuable because that a close vote.
In the direction of competition. It
The Senator from Nebraska and I of- Ing
communicate
can
New York telephone
is moving in the direction of conlet
us
let
said
that
with someone on the receiving end in fered an amendment
and It is exactly in the
centration,
Department, using the
Regent. ND. It is a very small commu- the Justice
wrong direction.
nity,. and I am guessing it does cost Clayton standard, evaluate whether or
So my hope is that those in the conmore to have telephones in Regent, not a baby Bell's entrance into long
ference will understand that If they
ND. than in New York City. However. distance will lessen competition or bring to the floor of the Senate a conthey
before
a
monopoly
to
create
tend
we have a universal service fund that is
to compete in the ference report that backs away on the
designed to equalize those costs and should be peimittedThe
fact is. we lost. protections in this bill for rural States.
make sure that we have universal op- .long distance area.
We lost because a lot of folks wanted to they are going to have a lot of trouble.
portunity and universal service in a'
is. in my judg- If they bring to the floor the piece of
that
a
position
for
vote
critical area called communication.
and legislation that they left the floor with
anticompetition
What will be the result of this new ment.
and do nothing in the area of contelecommunications bill? What about proconcentration.
I want to read what a few of the edi- centratlon or fixing those problems,
new kinds of communications? What
they will have very big trouble because
telecommuniabout new technology? Will they be torials say about the
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some of us will not want to let a conference report like that continue to
move.
So I would be happy to yield some
time to the Senator from Nebraska on
this subject as well.
Let me yield the floor and ask if the
Senator from Nebraska seeks time.
Mr. KERREY addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Nebraska is recognized.
Mr. KERREY addressed the Chair.
OFFICER (Mr.
The PRESIDING
ASHCRorr). The Senator from Nebraska.
Mr. KERREY. I really quite agree
with the Senator from North Dakota. I
think the legislation passed here was
well intended. People who voted for it
understand there is a lot of change
going on Out there, and we need to embrace that future and try to change our
regulatory structure. But it is possible
for us to change it in a fashion that reduces competition. In fact, without
some kind of meaningful role for the
Department of Justice as we move
from a monopoly to a market situation, as we move from a situation
where the Government is making all
the decisions to a situation where it is
the marketplace making the decisions.
if we do not have the agency that in
fact has demonstrated the ability in
this area as it did with AT&T to manage that kind of situation, I think we
will end up with less. not more, competition.
I bringa story told at church Sunday
by Father Jim Schultz from Omaha,
NE. He told the story that kind of describes what happens out there right
now in the marketplace when you are
dealing with a monopoly.
The story Is about a man who dies
and goes to the pearly gates, and St.
Peter says. "Well. you are right on the
edge. We can't decide whether you are
going to go to Heaven or Hell, so you
get to decide." There are two doors.
One goes to Heaven and one goes to
Hell. St. Peter opens up one door and
there is a big party going on with a
band and everything, everybody is
happy and great looking people inside
there. St. Peter says. "'Well. this is
Hell." The man says. "That's odd."
So St. Peter looks at the next door.
He opens up the door and goes inside.
and there are a bunch of people sitting
around in chairs, real sad and angry.
He says. "That's Heaven." He says.
"Take an hour and decide and let me
know."
An hour later the man comes back
and says to St. Peter. "I think I'll do
Hell." He opens up the door. The people
are dead. The smell is stale, trash all
over. He goes to St. Peter and he says.
"What happened? An hour ago there
was a great party, looked like a lot of
fun. looked like the place to go." St.
Peter says, "An hour ago. you were a
prospect. Now you are a customer."
In a monopoly, that is the situation.
I had a recent example of that in Nebraska where a school trying to get enhanced services was told by the tele-
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phone company: "You do not need it,
You really do not need that enhanced
service. We are not going to provide it
to you because we do not think you
really need it. We do not think you
really should have this kind of service."
When you have a situation where the
company can say to you, "We are not
going to satisfy your needs." you do
not have competition. When you have
that kind of a situation going on, you
really do have two choices--take It or
leave it. That is the only thing you can
do.
We have built a tremendous telecommunications system in this country by using a combination of Government regulation and market forces,
and as a consequence we not only have
a tremendous telecommunications system but in any community in the country you get high quality service. You
can go to Alliance, NE, or Ainsworth,
NE. or a rural community in Nebraska
and find your telephone service is
going to be as good as it is in Omaha
because you have the same kind of
service and same high quality of service as a consequence of the law of the
land saying that is what universal
service is to mean, that is what our
customers as citizens ought to be able
to have.
Mr. DORGAN. I wonder if the Senator will yield for a question.
Mr. KERREY. Be pleased to.
Mr. DORGAN. The people who are
living in Nebraska or North Dakota in
a small community know when they
make a long distance call. they have
the opportunity to choose from literally hundreds of long-distance carriers. What they, have experienced is
that. because of hundreds involved in
competition,
long-distance
service
prices have been driven down substantially for long-distance service. Competition. good competition generally
provides the consumers with a better
price.
The debate we had in the Senate was
when should the Baby Belle, which are
local monopolies at this point, engage
in long-distance service and to try to
capture the long-distance market. The
answer should be when there is competition In the local phone service In
the communities. It is only when the
Bells have competition, then. and only
then. they should be released to go
compete in long distance.
On the question: How do you know
when there is competition? I say: let
those who know about competition
make .that decision-the Justice Department. Of course, a lot of folks did
not want that to happen. I think we
had 43 votes that supported the notion
that the Justice Department should
have a meaningful role. But we need to
make sure that competition really exists. That is what is in the interest of
the consumers. Otherwise, we move
right back towards recreating phone
monopolies that control not only local
service but long distance as well.
Mr. KERREY. The Senator is quite
right. As a matter of fact, in the lan-
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guage last year. we had a Justice Department role, and we replaced it this
year. The committee decided to replace
it this year with a 10-part competitive
checklist. The real test'of competition
is a very simple test. One of the reasons I am of the belief that you have to
have a Department of Justice role of
some kind-I am willing to drop down
to Clayton; I am willing to look at aternative standards-is that the 10-part
checklist does not really satisfy the
consumer. I know when .I have choice.
If I have choice, the person who is trying to sell me something knows that if
they do not get the price and the quality In the range I think I am willing to
pay for, I will shop someplace else. I
will go someplace else.
• If I have that kind of choice and that
kind of alternative, then I have competition. If I do not have it. I do not
have competition. If I have one company supplying all my news and one
company supplying all my newspaper
and one company that says here is your
phone service and one company says
here is your cable service, there is no
choice. All I have basically Is a question: Do I want it? Yes or rio. I do not
have any impact upon the Quality and
I do not have any impact upon the
price.
Mr. President. I hope that colleagues
do not suffer under the illusion that
the Senator from North Dakota and II certainly do not want to create the
impression that I am not willing to embrace the future and indeed make a
bet. I think, we have to risk here. I
think we are talking about moving in a
rather dramatically different direction.
I noted with considerable interest on
the front page of the New York Times
this morning-I think that is an old
.picture--Steve Jobs, cofounder
of
Apple, started a new company called
Plxar-what is it? Hold on a minute
here. Pixar Animation Studies is the
name of the company, and he invested
£68 million in it. They did a public offaring yesterday, I believe, and thought
it would go for about $22 a share. It
turned out the market bid it up to
close to 340. and all of a sudden he has
£1.2 billion. His company'created S1 billion worth of wealth yesterday. The
United States of America is SI billion
wealthier as a consequence of this individual's decision to start a company
that provides animation, in this case to
Disney that put out a movie-what is it
called? The Toys or something like
that. I have not seen it, but it had 638
million worth of revenue over the
weekend, which is pretty darned good.
In the article as well there is mention of a company I am familiar with.
James Clarke started a company called
Netscape. He also created 21 billion
worth of wealth.
This is important for us. This country is a wealthy country as a consequence of somebody getting an idea
and putting it Out in the marketplace,
and all of a sudden you have value, you
have something that is worth something. '
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It is important that these mengen- just stand over here and say "no," and
orate wealth. It is important' that we hold my breath and try to hold it up.
-continue to create ways that create
But unless we get vigorous competiwealth so we know the market is doing tion at the local level-and I do not
some extraordinary things,
want to hold up the RBOC's. I want to
What I see, both with Netscape and be able for them to go out and cornPixar Animation, is that this old corn- pete. I am uncomfortable watching
puter that we saw sitting around our their top-end customers whittle away
kids' bpdrooms, and so forth, over the while they do not compete in long disyears is being converted Into a commu- tance itself. I would like to be able to
•nications 'tool. It used to just cal- liberate them, but I want them to be
Olate, and increasingly we are using it liberated at the moment when I am
to oommunicate.
sure that we have very vigorous com: Indeed, I am working with the Uni- petition at that local level,
varsity of Nebraska trying to. figure
So I hope that conferees understand
Out away to leverage intellectual prop- that the Senator from North Dakota
erty because they are pricing them- and I are not sitting here saying that
,selves out of the market. As the de- we do not realize the law needs to be
mand for college goes up and the de- changed. We know the law needs to be
mand for an educated person goes up. changed. We know there is an exciting
we are getting a doubling and tripling.. and important opportunity for wealth
and quadrupling of what that univer-- generation, for job generation, for eduaitY has to do. Our taxpayers do not cation, for improving the way that our
have enough money to continue build- own Government operates, trying to
ing.and hiring more and more people, make it more efficient, trying to imWe have to leverage more intellectual prove the quality. of life for our citiproperty, and we are looking for a way sens,
to do it through computers. We know
This piece of legislation, this law is
to get that done we essentially have to extremely important. but it is impor-Pas a three-part test.
tant that we have in our own mind
Test No. 1 is, Are you willing to em- some kind of vision for what the world
braoe the future? Because if you are is going to look like. Otherwise. all we
not, it is not going to work. If you are doing is trying to fashion some sort
want to hold on to the old way of of compromise between the various
teaching, say so. Because if you hold corporate entities, and I think at the
on to the old way of teaching, you are end of the day it wIll not create the
not going to be able to get your costs kinds of change that in fact are already
down. And., secondly, you have to be occurring out there in the market,
willlng to place a bet, which means not
Mr. DORGAN addressed the Chair.
only more money in these areas, which
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senunquestionably is the case, but you are ator from North Dakota.
gOi
to risk your reputation a little
Mr. DORGAN. Mr. President, let me
bit. You ar going to take a chance on add just a couple comments to what
the Senator from Nebraska said. The
a roll.
Sc I understand that at some point status quo has been monopoly and conwe cannot really be sure what this leg- centration. I do not believe in the staisistion is going to do. And I am an ad- tus quo. I think competition, especially
vocate of changing the law; lwish to in market areas where competition is
break down the regulatory barriers so supportable, competition is a much
that consumera in their homes can better arbiter of what happens in the
make a single choice. What we 'have marketplace than the effects of condone is we have set up a system of reg- centration or monopoly. That is what
ulation that says over here we have we said with respect to whether the
television, over here we have radio, Bells should go compete in long disover here we have dial tone. and over tance.
We thought we ought to do it with
here we have print. That is what we
have done. What has happened is the., competition with local exchanges, that
technology has obliterated those dis- true competition with local exchanges
tinctions, and our ragulatory'structure would help customers. And we think
that makes a lot of sense. When there
still maintains them.
So instead of being able to go to a is true competition, they ought to be
snt le provider and buy it all packaged free to compete in long distance. If
together-which, In my Judgment, is there is not true competition in local
-the only way 100 million people in read- exchanges, to free them up to compete
denoes are going to see a decline in In a long distance market that has
price and a .increase in quality-you been competitive,and has had the efstill have to buy them separately. As a fact of driving down prices, that will.
.
in fact, ruin a market system that has
result, costs are higher.,
So I hope that colleagues do not sOf- worked. That is what we are saying.
far under the illusion that I somehow
The second area is this issue of inwant to hold down the status quo..I am creased concentration that serves no
willing.toembrace the future and will- one's interests, in my judgment. I was
Ing to Jplacea bet, but I want-to see on a television program a while back
real vigorbus competition and'choice because I asked for some hearings on
at the local level. I want to see that. I bank mergers. The interviewer said.
want to vote for this bill. I want it to "Well, gee, these two big banks are
come -back out of conference and to , merging and are able to get rid of 8.000
Probably vote for it. I do not want to people who are duplicates." Getting rid
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of duplicate people, does that not make
sense? Is that not efficiency? And is
that not what is called efficiency? You
can make that case for going to one
bank.
Why not have one bank in America?
That would be the most efficient, probably. It would not make the most
sense. I mean, efficiency-my hometown had two grocery stores. I suppose
you could make the case we should
have only had one because it would be
more efficient. I think People were
probably advantaged by having a little
competition on Main Street. It was a
small town, but nonetheless competition in that little area probably served
the people of my hometown pretty
well.
So this area of concentration bothers
me a great deal, and I hope through
this conference they can address that
once again.
I want to finally make this point.
The Senator from Nebraska and I both
represent rural States. The question of
what kind of telecommunications service you have in a town of 2.00 people
versus a town of 2 million is very important, and the proposals to drop in
this conference what we put in on the
Senate side, on a bipartisan basis, are
these sorts of things. We put in on the
Senate side requirements that rural
areas have access to service that are
reasonably comparable to those offered
in urban areas, services that reasonably are comparable in rates as urban
areas, the benefits of advanced telecommunications services for health
care, education, economic development. as urban areas do.
Why is that important? Well. the univeral service system in this country
has guaranteed that up to this point.
but if these guarantees are droppedand one side wants to drop them at this
point-and if this bill comes back without these kinds of provisions, this telecommunications bill. in my judgment,
this telecommunications bill will be a
full-scale retreat for a quarter century
for many rural areas, and we will just
be left in the dust here.
That is why we *anted at this point
to at least serve notice to the conferees
that this is not unimportant to some of
us. If they think they are going to
bring a bill back here that Is not
is
procompetition,
but
instead
proconcentration sld promonopoly.
and if they think they are going to
bring a bill back here that says, rural
people, you do not count much. well,
we count in the Senate. That is for
sure.
It is true that the population decisions are made with respect to the representation in the House. I mean. the
House is, of course, apportioned by population. But at least rural States count
in the U.S. Senate. Someone who,lives
in Hutchinson County. ND. finds it just
as important to have an advanced telecommunications system and good telephone service and good health care
service and other things as someone
who lives in St. Louis.
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Thank you for taking the time to contact of a quorum, I noted earlier there were
So these are very important issues
try to keep you apprised of a number of Republican colleagues that
for all of us. And we hope--I notice me, Bob. I will
our
progress in conference.
came down and talked about the budgthat the conference committee did not
Sincerely.
et. There were some statements made
meet today because there is a flareup
LARRY PRESSLER,
that I feel compelled to respond to.
that does not relate. I think, to what
Chairman.
we are talking about. But we hope
Mr. KERREY. Mr. President, this Some came down and said the Demowhen these conferees meet they under- idea of technology being a constructive crate are not really serious. They do
stand the importance of getting this force in our lives is sometimes a dif- not have' a plan: There is no attempt
right when they bring this bill back to ficult sell to make to people, particu- here, no willingness here to, In fact, adthe House and the Senate. because oth- larly with software, because they have dress these budgetary difficulties.
(Mr. GORTON assumed the chair.)
erwise I do not think you will have a experienced the joy of downsizing as we
Mr. KERREY. Mr. President, I reconference report pass the Senate.
get more efficient. They sometimes spectfully say, just the opposite is the
Mr. KERREY addressed the Chair.
wonder what good this is all going to case. There is unanimous desire on the
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- be. or particularly in an educational part of the Democrats to come up with
environment, people, like myself, reator from Nebraska.
a change in our law so as to get to a
Mr. KERREY. Mr. President, so peo- member the old "talking head" envi- point where our budget is balanced, but
ple wonder what the impact of this is ronment that was there with the tele- we have a different vision. We have
going to be. and 94 percent of American vision sets coming into the classroom. competing visions and competing ideas
I really want to emphasize that I
homes have telephones. 60 percent have
on how to do that.
cable-I believe those are the num- think the only way that we are going
I appreciate, for example, the willbers-and nearly 100 percent have tele- to be able to increase the amount of Ingness of Republicans to say that they
it
is
In
that
goes
on,
whether
learning
vision sets, and more people have teleto preserve and protect Medicare.
want
phones and television sets than have the home, which I think is the first It is a very important change. At least
running water. It is a substantial suc- line of defense in education-if we can I hear it as a change. One of the things
cess story we have that kind of pene- increase the amount of learning that that must be understood with Medicare
goes on in the home, it is going to be
tration into American households.
awful lot easier to make'an edu- as a fundamental principle is that we
Every single household in America is an
form work inside the school, said in 1965,when people hit-the. age of
going to be affected by this, and we are cational
homes were there before the 65, they are going to have difficulty
talking about trying to describe a sig- since the
will make it an awful purchasing health insurance, so we are
schools
were-it
nificant change in the way they are
going to create a change in the Federal
going to be coming into contact with lot easier for any of our institutional law under the Social Security Act to
efforts
to
succeed.
their providers. I think, as a conThis technology gives us the oppor- provide a mechanism for Americans
sequence. it is very important for us to tunity to provide continuous learning over the age of 65 to get insured.
decide in our own minds what kind of Inside of the home environment. It is
The question Is, has it worked? Ask
an environment are we trying to cre- going to be very difficult for us to do your Representative or Senator, "Has
ate.
this
-worked?" Is that an example of
the sorts of things we want unless we
One of the pieces that is in here that embrace a future that changes the way something that has accomplished the
seems a little contrary to my own de- we teach and changes the way we use job? In 1965,43 percent of people over 65
sire for competition-in fact. a little technology unless we are willing to bet were uninsured. Today, it is less than 1
more than just a little contrary, it is not only to change the law but also percent. The answer is unquestionably
contrary, but it is necessary to build a change the allocation of resources,
yes. Mr. President, 100 percent of the
bridge in that competitive environIt is going to be very difficult to people over the age of 65 are today inment-is the Snowe-Rockefeller-Exon- make this work unless we, as adults, sured. It has worked surprisingly well.
Kerrey provisions having to do with with the responsibility to make these
However, there is a problem, and the
education.
decisions, say that this is going to be- problem is, first, we allowed customary
and
usual reimbursement, so we had no
I am very pleased, and I ask unani- come part of our core competency,
mous consent that a letter written by whether that is a school or that is in a cost controls to begin with and the
the chairman of the conference com- university or whether that Is a govern- costs have blown completely off the
mittee. Senator PRESSLER. indicating ment agency that is trying to operate chart. We came back in the eighties
and implemented a System called perthat he intends to hold and support the in some kind of an efficient fashion.
Senate's view on that provision, be
So I am here this afternoon to say spective payment system and started
printed in the RECORDat this time.
that I want to embrace change. I do to reimburse according to diagnostic
There being no objection, the letter embrace change. I am working on it all groups and, unfortunately, that tended
was ordered to be printed in the the time, particularly in the environ- to shift costs over into the physician
RECORD,as follows:
ment of our schools. But we can put services and costs continued to escachange in place that makes things late.
U.S. SENATE,CossrrrEE ON COM
Today, they are growing, I guess, 10,
MERCE.SCIENCE,ANDTRANSPORworse.
TATION,
I say to the men and women who are 11, or 12 percent, somewhere In. that
Washington, DC. Novembe 28. 1995. on the conference committee, my col- area. We are facing a tremendous inKERREY.
Hin. J. ROBERT
leagues and Members of the House that crease in costs. I completely agree with
U.S. Senate.Washington. DC.
are on this conference committee, I the Republicans who say that we have
DEAR BOB: Thank you for your cosigned urge you to put a meaningful role in to control those costs. We do not need
letter regarding the amendment contained in
to cut Medicare. but we have to slow
S. 652which will ensure affordable access to there for Justice, some kind of role in the growth of the program. There is no
telecommunications services for schools. li- there for Justice or, in my judgment.
you are going to regret that you did question that that needs to be done.
brarles. and rural health care providers.
However, the point of departure that
AS Chairman of the conference. I have the not. You will regret that you did not
responsibility to advance the interests of the because we are not going to have the I have, and I have made it a number of
Senate. As your letter indicates, there is kind of competitive environment that times--I feel like I am running a brostrong support for this amendment to S. 652 we need to have at that local level to ken record here in saying it-there is a
in the Senate. and I am aware that many in enjoy the benefits that we all promise short-term problem and a long-term
the House support the provision, too. I think at least when we talk about supporting problem with Medicare, and it is the
this provision left the Senate with strong bilong-term problem that is enormous.
partisan consensus, and the view of the Sen- change in the law.
The long-term problem with Mediate that it should be adopted is strong- Since
care begins about the year 200 .when,
two of the sponsors of the amendment also
BUDGET
THE
as I indicated earlier, the largest popuare Senate conferees on the hill. I know
Nr. KERREY. Mr. President, before I lation group, the largest generation in
they. too. will argue forcefully for It.. inclusion in the final bill.
yield the floor and suggest the absence the history of this country, the baby
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